Great Projects: Marshall Movie
Inventory

Box 1: Binders (notebooks)

Binder 1 – *Marshall* Transcripts – interviews re: Marshall (these are transcripts of interviews done by Great Projects for the Marshall film. Copies of the taped interviews are in Box 5)
- General Ridgeway
- Marshall Carter
- Molly Winn
- Lord Franks
- Ambassador Walters

Binder 2 – *Marshall* Transcripts
- Abs
- Alphand
- Paul Nitze
- Eric Sevareid
- Madge Pendleton
- William Heffner
- Pamela Harriman
- Dean Rusk

Binder 3 – *Marshall* Transcripts (this binder also contains a list of those people interviewed, and who they are in relation to Marshall)
- Rose Wilson
- Forrest Pogue (interview #1)
- Mona Nason
- Sir Ian Jacob
- Leonard Miall

Binder 4 – *Marshall* Transcripts
- King Constantine of Greece
- Larry Bland
- Clark Clifford
- Forrest Pogue’s interview with Truman (this is duplicated elsewhere) (This is from the Pogue Oral History collection. We can probably eliminate this)
- Forrest Pogue (interview #2)
- Merrill Pasco
There is a divider for Eisenhower, but there is nothing in it.

Binder 5 – *Marshall* Transcripts – These are transcripts of historic interviews/speeches – that is, they were not done new by the Great Projects Film Co.
- Ed Murrow interview of Anna Rosenberg
- Leonard Miall’s commentary on Marshall Plan speech
- Forrest Pogue’s interview with Truman (as above) (Also in the Pogue Oral History Collection. We can probably eliminate this.)
- George C. Marshall before Congress on Aid to Europe (We probably have a copy of this in the Marshall papers.)
- George C. Marshall Speech on trip to China and the Moscow Conference (We probably have a copy of this in the Marshall papers.)
- Moyer interview with Frank Capra
- George C. Marshall before Congress on the Universal Draft (1941) (We probably have a copy of this in the Marshall papers.)
- Anna Rosenberg Audio Interview (different from Murrow interview above)
- Murrow interview with Marshall (We may have a copy of this in the Marshall Papers.)
- Severeid interview with McCloy
- Eisenhower Speech at VMI
- Murrow interview with Truman

Binder 6 – Marshall Transcripts (These are duplicates of material in previous binders) (We can possibly eliminate these.)
- Clark Clifford
- William Heffner
- Rose Wilson
- Mona Nason
- Paul Nitze
- Dean Rusk
- Eric Severeid

Binder 7 – Marshall Transcripts (these are duplicates of material in previous binders)
- Pasco
- Pendleton
- Pogue
- Constantine
- Harriman
- Jacob
- Miall
- Bland

Binder 8 – Stock Footage, 1 of 2 – Lists of available footage sources w/notes on what footage they have available
- Films at Marshall Library
- Logs
- Signal Corps
- Movietone
- John E. Allen Collection
- CBS
- Correspondance re: footage (copy of letters sent to various sources)
- Universal
Box 2 – Video Tapes
- Betacam tape – GEN 1 – “Marshall Productions Show #1” – The General Part 1 of 2 (27:30) – this is a copy of American Parade’s show on Marshall

VHS – General II – “Marshall Production Show #2” – The General Part 2 of 2 (23:45)

VHS – FNDN I – “Marshall Production Show #1” – The Foundation CR – 10-11 (26:00)
VHS – FNDN II – “Marshall Production Show #1” – The Foundation CR 12-14 (14:00)

Master Tape – AF1 – Great Projects Film Co. Attn: Libby Krents AF Master #4480NA
Misc. Footage 10-15-91
Master Tape – AF2 – Great Projects Film Co. Att: Libby Krents AF Master #4480 NA
Master Tape – AF3 – Archive Films – Great Projects Attn: Libby Krents AF Window
Dub #4480 NA Nov. 11 1991

Master Tape- F1 – Great Projects Film Co. General George Marshall 29/57, 29/97, 32/4,
30/9, 68-182 Fox Movietone dub w/t.c. (Inside case – Truman Doctrine Speech, Paris
Conference and walkout, Moscow Conference, General Marshall Retires and outtakes)
Master Tape – F2 – Fox Movietone stock footage
Master Tape – F3 – Marshall 31/14, 54/115, 54/115A, 54/118 Window dub 9/30/91

Box 3 Video tapes (All VHS) Numbers are GPF Co. Tapes contain clips of stock footage

101 – Marshall #1 – Film Clips
102 – Marshall #2
103 – Marshall Tape #3
104 – Marshall Tape #4
105 – Marshall Tape #5
106 – Marshall Tape #6
107 – Marshall Tape #7
109 – Marshall MTT 13623 Conc, 882 A, 22, MMM
110 – Marshall MTT 798 Conc. R50 AAA, GGG, HHH, III 1250 EEE, NNN
111 – 200 MTT 1362 E,F,M: BB, EE, HH (inc)
112 – 111 ADC 8447 M A D C 8448
113 - Marshall Tape A
114 - Marshall Tape B
115 - Marshall Retires NGH 201 C
116 - Marshall Tape D
117 - Marshall Tape #1
118 - Marshall Tape #2 T-30
119 - Marshall Tape #3 T-30
120 - Marshall Tape #4 T-30
121 - Marshall Tape #5 T-30
122 - Marshall Tape #6 T-30
123 - Marshall Tape #7 T-30

Box 4 Audio and Video tapes

Video:

124 - Marshall Tape 8 T-30
125 - Marshall Tape 9 T-30
126 - Marshall Tape 10 T-30
127 - Marshall Tape 11 T-30
128 - Marshall and Vandenburg + M. Plan Stuff 111 SM97 2 reels
129 - Marshall Select 3/7/91
130 - USIA#3 “Marshall”
131 - N. Africa, Korea, MacArthur 6/11/91
132 - Great Projects – Stalin Mayday
133 - VHS#1 Truman & Berlin 4/4/91
134 - Vol. 19 Reel 496 #1,2,5 MacArthur w/family – Tokyo 4/19/91 MacArthur & Truman
135 - Great Projects WWI Soldiers, Clean MacArthur, Roaring 20’s 9/9/91

Select Kine Reels 1-4 (4 tapes) VHS
Archive Films – Libby Kreuts – Yalta Shots

Audio – Marshall Interviews – copy of our collection
25 tapes

Box 5 – Audio Tapes – Cassettes and Non

Cassettes

Sound Bites
Sound Bites – 1-23
Sound Bites – 24-35
Marshall VO (Voice Over) (Cleaned Up) Master “We had to end the war. We had to save American lives”
MVO “Uniontown…”
MVO “I was for coddling”

Eleanor Roosevelt Interview 3/7/58 #87
Marshall Testimony (Excerpts) Congress – 1941 (Transcript)
Leonard Miall’s BBC Commentary on Marshall Plan Speech 6/5/57 (Transcript)
Harry S. Truman 11/14/60 #70
Dwight D. Eisenhower 6/28/62 #55
Anna Rosenberg 6/18/58 #87 (Transcript?)
Katherine Tupper Marshall Sides 1&2 of 4 (15&17 March 61)
Katherine Tupper Marshall Sides 3&4 of 4
Omar N. Bradley Sides 1&2 of 5 #25
Omar N. Bradley Sides 3&4 of 5
Omar N. Bradley Side 5 of 5
Marshall Board of Advisors 2-13-89 #1,#2
Marshall Board of Advisors 2-13-89 #3,#4
Marshall Board of Advisors 2-13-89 #5,#6
Marshall Board of Advisors 2-13-89 #7,#8
6M Before Congress on Aid to Europe (transcript)

Digital Tapes
GCM – AO1 Pickup of Ending R#3 TRK 1 Mix TR2 D+M+E
GCM – AO2 R#1 Mix R#2 Mix Time Code D TRK#1 Full Mix Trk#2 M&E&D
GCM – AO3 R#3 Trk1 Full Mix w/Nar Trk2 Mix full concl no nar
GCM – AO4 R#3 A/T Editing – on both tracks – R#1 – White House Inst
R/R from Client 2-8-91 Program #1 2:00, Program #2 3:00, Program #3 4:30

Non Cassette Audio
*Marshall* Interviews (These are the original taped interviews re: Marshall done by the
GPF Co. – Transcripts of these tapes are in Box 1.) All these tapes are backwards on
reels.

**Small Reels**

Lord Franks – 3 reels
Carter – 4 reels
Ridgeway – 6 reels
SR (Sound Recording) 201 – Walters
SR 202 – Walters
SR 203 – Atmosphere Berlin
SR 204 – Abs
SR 205 – Abs
SR 206 – Alphand
SR 207 – Nitze
SR 208 – Nitze
SR 209 – Nitze
SR 210 – Severeid

*(moved to box 6)*
SR 211 – Severeid
SR 212 – Severeid
SR 213 – Severeid
SR 214 – Pendleton
SR 215 – Pendleton
SR 216 – Heffner
SR 217 – Heffner
SR 218 – Heffner
SR 219 – Heffner
SR 220 – Harriman
SR 221 – Harriman
SR 222 – Labeled Rusk, Actually Harriman

Large Reels
223 – Rusk
224 – Rusk
225 – Wilson
226 – Wilson
227 – Pogue (1st)
228 – Pogue (1st)
229 – Pogue (1st)
230 – Nason
231 – Nason
232 – Jacob
233 – Miall
234 – King Constantine
235 – VMI, Lexington (background noises)
236 – Bland
237 – Bland
238 – Bland
239 – Bland
240 – Clifford
241 – Clifford
242 – Pogue (2nd)
243 – Pogue (2nd)
244 – Pogue (2nd)/Pasco
245 – Pasco

Box 6 – Misc. Video and Audio

Video (Master Cassettes)
Marshall – Reels 1, length 29:27 (Master Copy?)
Tape #2 Leach/Rich
Challenge of the Unknown
GM at Congress on Aid to Europe Tape I of II
Master Tapes
National Archives Newsreel Selects
Susskind Interview w/ Truman 3 min segment on Marshall
Truman-Murrow interview Bad Time Code (almost drop) (transcript)
GIM Before Congress on Aid to Europe Tape II of II

VHS
Yalta Conf. 111 M 1163 R1+R2 – Signal Corps movie – official pictorial record

Film Clips
Marshall Plan USIA #1 12/20/90
Marshall Plan w/ Nobel Prize USIA #2
NA (National Archives) Tapes 1,2,4,5
NA 2,3,5,6,7 Masters
UCLA 4,5
CBS 1